T.he transport equation for photons which ~ave been Compton-scattered repeatedly with a specJfie~,sequence of energy. losses ~n.d deflectlOn.s was solved analytically, by an " orders of scattermg approach, to obtam cond itIOnal reflectIOn and tranS'11.ission probabilities. These p.roba?ilities were then averaged ~)Ver all possible intermediate angular and energy configuratIOns m ~ Monte Carlo calculatIOn carne~ out o~ the NBS automatic COTP.puter (SEAC) . The effiCiency of the Monte Carlo calculatlOn was mcreased by taking advantage of the close correlation b.etween the t:ansm!ssio~ of radiation through thick barriers and the correspondmg penetratlOl1 problem III an mfilllte homogeneous medium for which a.n exact solution was avai la.ble .. The reflected and transmitted energy flux (integrated over all spectral energies and duectlOns) has been calculated for 0.66-, 1-and 4-Mev radiation incident on water barriers and 1-, 4-, and 10-Mev radiation incident on iron, tin, and lead barrier s. Angular and energy spectra were obtained for water at 0.66 Mev. The ratio of the scattered energy flux, transmitted through a barner to the scattered fiux at equal depth in an infinite medium was found to be constant for distances from the source greater than four mean fr ee paths df the source radiation.
Introduction
The theory of the diffusion and penetration of gamma radiation in an infinite homogeneous medium is now well developed, complete solutions being provided by the moment-method [1] 2 and the closely related semiasymptotic Laplace-transform method [2] . A satisfactory theory of boundary effects is still lacking. The "orders of scattering" approach [3] provides formal solutions to boundary problems, which can in practice be evaluated only when few orders of scattering need be considered. The Monte Carlo method [4] is a very effective means for treating boundary effects but is inefficient when applied to the radiation that penetrates very far from the source. This inefficiency can, in principle, be removed by so-called "biased" sampling, but the success of such techniques has not yet been demonstrated conclusively.
This investigation is part of an exploratory Monte Carlo program for the survey of boundary effects in gamma-ray diffusion. The specific aim is to calculate the reflection and transmission of radiation by plane parallel barriers. The approach is eclectic, and a combination of all three of the methods described above is being used. It can be characterized as an "orders of scattering" method in which the multiple integrals, which ordinarily make the evaluation of the solution troublesome, are evaluated numerically by random sampling. Conversely, one could call it a "reinforced" Monte Carlo calculation whose efficiency for dealing with deep penetration has been increased in two ways: by confining the random sampling to the angular and energy variables, while treating the space variable analytically, and through the use of correlated sampling, the correlated problem being the diffusion of ,,(-radiation in an infinite homogeneous medium. 1 T h is work was su pported by the Office of Naval Research and the R eactor Division of the U . S. Atomic Energy Commission . 2 Figures in brac kets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper .
The reflection and transmission problems differ substantially from the point of view of random sampling, because transmi sion through thick barrim"s, being unlil~ely, tends to require .an ex«es~ive amount of samplmg and thus puts a hIgh premmm on analytical help. Nevertheless, the two problems were treated together because they fi tted in a single computational scheme.
Two types of questions may be asked in radiation diffusion problems. One concerns the estimation of the radiation intensity at anyone position, corresponding to the observable response of some integral detector like an ionization chamber. The other type of question is more detailed and concerns the spectral composition and directional distribution of the radiation at anyone point. In the work reported here most of the effort has been devoted to intensity (energy flux) d eterminations. Exploratory studies of spectral and angular distributions were made only for one source energy (0.66 Mev) and one barrier material (water) .
For the deep-penetration problem the attention was focused on the comparison of the radiation intensity behind a finite barrier of thiclmess t and inside an infinite medium at a depth z (equal to t) from the source plane (see fig. 1 ,a,b ). No quantitative indication was previously available on this comparison. Notice that practical situations are usually intermediate between those schematized in figure l,a,b, because there is some matter (possibly of different composition) behind the barrier, though often at some distance from it ( fig. l,c) .
O~ .the problem of relative intensity a rather defimtIve answer has been obtained. In the first place, it proved unnecessary to have extended the calculation to very great depths because the intensity ratio no longer varies appreciably beyond about four mean free paths of the incident radiation. ~t follows that any future investigation may confine Itself to moderate depths and may thus utilize less elaborate methods. Data on the values of the intensity ratio for various depths are given in table 3 for four materials (water, iron, tin, and lead) and four '}'-ray energies (0.66 , 1,4, and 10 M ev). Those data may be applied as correction factors to the extensive results of calculations for infinite m edia [5] . The ratios differ sub st.antially from unity only for low energies and low-Z materials, and also vary Rmoothly, so that adaptation to other circumstances ought to be easy. In the treatment of the r efl ection problem, attention was directed in the first place to the dependence of th e r eflec ted intensity on th e '}'-ray energy, on t he material of th e barrier, and also on the angle of incidence. The results for a semi-infinite barrier are given in table 2,a. An additional item of interest was the dependence of reflecti.on on th e barrier thickness, th at is, on how rapidly th e r efl ection approaches the value for a semi-infinite barrier. Some data on this aspect are given III table 2,b.
Outline of the Calculation

Ana lytical Frame
We consider a homogeneous plane-parallel layer of material located b etween th e planes z= o and Z = t. Radiation is incident with sp ecifi ed energy and direction on the face z= O. What are the ch aracteristics of th e radiation reflected through th e plane z= o and transmi tted through th e plane z= t?
The state of a pho ton traversing the barrier is describ ed by t hree variables: th e energy E , th e angle () b etween the direction of motion and the z-axis, and the depth z in the barrier.
Photons can be scattered and ab sorbed inside the barrier. Let iJ-A(E ) equ al the probability of absorption per unit path length; c(E) the probability of scattering per unit path length, and 'It (E,(); E',()' ) th e probability distribution (normalized to unity) that a scattering will change th e state of the photon from (E, ()) to (E', ()' ) . Consider a photon th at, as the result of n scatterings, has successively assumed the energies and directions { Eo,El' . . . ,E n} = energy-angle history h n .
The index n refers to the state of the photon immediately after its nth scattering; n = O pertains to the state in which the photon enters the barrier. The probability distribution of hn is
Let P n(z, t,hn) be th e probability that a photon with history hn will cross the plane z (0 S; z S; t) after th e nth and prior to an (n + l )st sca ttering. An analytical expression for this crossing-probability is derived in section 3. If a beam of K photons p er unit area and unit tim e is incident on th e barrier, the flux per uni t time at depth z is ,90 The numerical r esults of this paper p ert.ain to flux type (d). By this choice they b ecom e comparable to the r esults of an extensive set of calculations for infinite media by the moment -method [5] .
---------
.. Monte Carlo Estima tes
In Lhe evaluation of expression (2) for the flux, the sum over collisons must be cut off for n > N, and the integration over the intermediate energies and angles is carried out bv the Monte Carlo method. A suitable value of the cu toff N dep ends on the absorbing properties of the medium, the depth of penetration, and the spectral-energy range over which one wants to know the flux. Calculations for an infinite medium sho w that for all practical purposes the energy flux vanishes below 30 kev in water, below 50 kev in iro n, 75 kev in tin, and 100 kev in lead, for source energies between 0.5 and 10 M ev. The photon energy histories w' ere therefore terminated at these limits. Trial calculations indicated that under these circumstances, for a barri er thickness up to 16 m ean free paths (JLoi = 16 ), it was sufficien t to let N = 25 for water , 12 for iron , 9 for tin, and 6 for lead.
Energy-angle histories of length N were sampled accordin g to the distribution funct.ion QN' ThE' detailed equations for doing this are well known. They are presented elsewhere, together with the adaptations required or desirable for computations on an automatic computer [6]. L et hnj be an initial portion of length n ~N of the jth sample history hN;, and let P nJ(z,l) be the corresponding crossing-probability. If a sample of J histories is available, the flux of r adiation in a specified spectral interval RE and angular interval Ro can be estimated as follows: If one wants to know the value of the flux for fixed values of E and 8 rather than in intervals, the sampling procedure must be modified so as to be conditional not only on the initial photon state but also on the final state E n= E and Bn= B. For this purpose one r eplaces P I! by P~(h~)'I!(En_ I,B n_l; E, B), where
We have been content to obtain the flux in energy and angular intervals because the main bod y of calculations was done in any case for t.he total intensity integra ted over all spectral energies and directions.
In conformity with the usage that has become common in shielding work, the r esults for the intensity are presented in the form of buildup factors B(z,t), which are equal to the ra tio of the 91 total to the unscatter ed energy flux:
The Monte Carlo estimates of the buildup factor are the mean values
where
The standard deviation of the buildup factor estimate is J -I /2 cr (Z, t) wher e (6) ~ The buildup factors (and their standard deviations) were estimated from the same set of energyangle histories for three specific situations:
(ii) B(t,t) = energy transmission buildup factor (iii) B(t, (0) = energy buildup factor for the flux at depth t within a semi-infinite medium.
.3. C orrelation
The difference between B(t,t ) and H(t, (0) is predominantly due t o photons with histories such that in an infinite medium they would cross the plane z= t, have their directions reversed as the result of one or a few collisions in the vicinity of t, and would then make another crossing. Thus fi(t, (0) isloosely speaking-a function of two factors: a pro bability PI (t) of penetration to depth t, and a probability P2 of being turned around in the vicinity of the t-plane. On the other hand, Jf'(t, t) only contains the factor PI (t). The greatest statistical flu ctuations in a Monte Carlo calculation are found in th e estimate of PI (t), because only a small part of the sampled histories provides information concerning deep penetration. If the same set of energy-angle histories is used for the estimate of B(t, (0) and H (t ,t) , it is to be expected that the estimate of th e ratio of these two quantities will have a much smaller statistical dispersion than the estimates of the individual buildup factors because the ratio no longer contains the trou blesome factor PI (t). Unscatter ed radiation should be exclud ed from the comparison because it 'r he energy reflection buildup factor has tbe! allowing physical signifi cance. Consider an isotropic detector placed in the patb of a broad beam of radiation, and denote t he energy flo w tbrou"b the detector by Fo. T ben place a b~rr ier of thickncss t immediately behind the detector. Tbis inc reases t he energy flo w 1 s not affected by the boundaries. vVe therefore subtract 1 from both buildup factors and introduce the ratio
k(t) B(t,t) -l B(t,oo)-l (7)
A Monte Carlo estimate of k has an estimated standard deviation J -1/ 2(lk, where
and
t)-B(t,t)] [B j(t, oo)-B(t, 00)]
aCt, t) aCt, 00 ) (9) is the correlation coefficient of B(t,t) and lJ (t, 00). 
Solution of the Trar..sport Equation for the Crossing -Probabilities
The crossing-probabilities obey the following integral equations:
P n+l( Z)= c(E n) It dz'P n(z')e-[I'A(E"+1l+c(E"+1l ]( z-z'l/Cos 8"+1
Icos On l z (lOb) if cos On+1 < 0.
Po( z)= e-[I' A(Eol+c( Eol ]z/cos 00.
(10c)
These equations express the fact that the probability of passage through the z-plane after n+ 1 collisions is equal to the probability of passage through the plane z' after n collisions, times the probability of a collision between z' and z' + dz', times the probability of passage from z' to z without further scattering 92 or absorption, the triple product being averaged over all values of z' compatible with the boundary conditions. We shall find it convenient to introduce in place of the probabilities P n the related quantities (11) which already incorporate the trigonometrical factor required for the type of flux which we want to determine. The following abbreviated notation will be adopted:
Equations (lOa, b, and c) can then be rewritten in the form
To solve these equations, assume that Gn can be expressed in the form (14) into (13a) yields the equation
so that the functional form of Gn+1 is the same as that of Gn• The expansion coefficients arc A~+ l=~ 
We have thus obtained inductively the general solution for Gn(z) . Although the solution is rather formal and not readily surveyed, it is convenient for numerical evaluation with an automatic computer because of its recursive nature.
It is possible that 1Jm,un+l-1Jn+l,um= O, so that singularities occur in the recursion relations (16a, b ). But this difficulty is apparent rather than real, b ecause upon substitution of the coefficients A;:.+l into the expression for Gn+1 the singularities occur pairwise and cancel each other. This can be seen by a r eexamination of (15). Note that the existence of the singularity implies that 1Jn+l1Jm> 0, because both ,um and ,un+l are positive. It follows that U m is equal to Un+l. Therefore, the factor multiplying A;:. in eq (15) is (17) (18) If the singularities are removed by a limitin g procedure, the functional form of Gn+1 is thus changed. For the numerical computation on an automatic computer we have found it simples t not to usc the limiting procedure, but to stick to the unmodified formal solution, while eliminating singular cases by introducing a cutoff for the quantity 0: = (,un+d 1Jn+l) -(,um/ 1Jm) in the denominat.or of eq (16a). E very 0: < 10-3 was replaced by 10- 
Machine Computation
The calculation was programed for the NBS automat.ic computer (SEAC). It was carried out in t wo stages. First, en ergy-angle histories (in groups of approximately 100) wer e generated by random sampling and stored on magnet.ic wire or tape. These his tories were then used as input data for the second stage, in which the quantities Gn (proportional to the crossing-probabilities P n) were calculated. Any desired type of flux or buildup factor can be obtained by a suitable linear combination of the G,,'s, the selection being made by an appropriate ou t put code.
The buildup factor code provides for t.he computation of B (O,l) , B (t.t), and B(l, 00), for ,uot = 2 n d (n = O,l, . . . , 5), d being a disposable parameter. Either all 18 or any subgroup of these buildup factors can be computed in an integrated operation. The standard deviations <TeO ,l ), <T(t,t ), and <T(t, 00), as well as th e correlation coefficient p (t) are also contained in the output.
Most of t.he computational effort was devoted to the buildup factors, but limited use was also made of output codes for energy spectra and angular distributions.
The amount of SEAC computing time depends on the number N of collisions through which one 
It can b e seen that the joint computation of several buildup factors was more economical. A major difficulty in setting up the-machine program was the scaling problem. SEAC operates only on number s less t han 4 in absolute value. But the coefficients A ;;' in the expansio n for Gn can occl1sion-ally b ecom e extremely large b ecause of sampling accidents. This difficulty was aggravated by the fact that singularities were not removcd an alytically from the r ecursion relations (16a, b) but by a numerical cutoff procedure. This resulted in the occurren ce of pairs of coefficients wit;h approximately the sam e large ab olute value, but opposite sign, whose weighted difference must b e calculated with great accuracy. This r equircd the use of f1oa tingdecimal-point routines, which, although t h ey were sp ecially adapted to t he problem , proved to be costly in computation time.
The occurrence of large terms with alternating signs III the series for Gn provided a convenient chcck on the code and the computer operation. Clearly Gn , being a positive multiple of a probabili ty, must be a positive quantity. It was found by expericnce that because of the alternating character of the series tor Gn , almost any sort of code or machine trouble quickly led to thc occurrence of negative
Gn's. The machine was instructed to interrupt the computation whenever this h appen ed. ~I( As many
Gn's are computed p er second, t h e absence of such interruptions for prolonged p eriods was a r easonable guarantee that the operation of t heIcomputer was error free.
Results
Statistical Efficiency
Before presenting the main body of our results, we shall discuss the statistical accuracy of the Monte Carlo estimates in d etail for a sample calculation based on 300 pho ton histories, pertaining to I-Mev radiation incident normally on an iron barrier. In table 1 are listed , in addition to t h e estimated buildup factors and buildup factor ratios, other quantities of statistical interest including fra ctional standard deviation s and correlation coefficients. Taking into account the estlmated increase in computation time per history required in the semianalytical calculation, one finds that the effective reduction factor is =2,500. This is respectable but not quite good enough for a computer with the capabilities of' SEAC. But one can do better still through the use of correlated sampling, i. e., by estimating the buildup factor ratio k(t). It can be seen from table 1 that, in accordance with expectations, the correlation co efficient p is very close to unity, and the fractional standard deviation uklk correspondingly small. A 5 percent standard deviation now only requires a sample of 67 histories. Taking into account the increased computation time pel' history, the reduction of effort is 80-fold. The over-all improvement factor is tberefore 2,500 X 80 = 200,000.
The last column of table 1 lists the factor q = [u(t,t) /B(t,t)j2/ [Uk/k]2
, by whieh the correlated sampling technique reduced the required sample size. Statistical analyses at other energies and for other scattering media yield over-all improvements in efficiency of about the same magnitude.
Buildup Factors
Reflection buildup factors for semi-infinite media are listed in table 2,a, for diverse conditions. The sample sizes were such that the quantities H(O,t) -1, i. e., the increase of the flux due to reflection, had a statistical accuracy of 5 percent. It can be seen that energy reflection is appreciable only for low energies and low-Z materials. Table 2 ,b, shows the dependence of reflection on the barrier thickness for some typical cases. The outstanding feature of these results is the rapidity with which the reflection of energy assumes its maximum value. A barrier with a thickness of one, or at most two mean free paths of 
give the values of k(O) =[B(O,t) -lJ/[B(O, oo ) -I]. k (O)
is a measure of the relative amount of reflected radiation from a finite barrier and from a semi-infinite medium.
the source radiation is already equivalent to a semiinfinite medium. Table 3 _ contains an extensive list of buildup factor ratios k(t), for water at 0.66, 1, and 4 Mev, for iron, tin, and lead at 1, 4, and 10 Mev. Again, it can be seen that the boundary effect, indicated by deviations of Ht) from unity, is appreciable only at low energies and for low-Z materials. It is significant that the ratios stay constant, within the limits of statistical error, 9,S the barrier thickness is increased from fJ.ot = 4 to llot = 16. The physical reason for this constancy is the establishment of radiative near-equilibria in regions far from the source, which is well known from the diffusion theory for infinite media. Sufficiently deep in the material, both the energy spectrum and angular distribution of the radiation flux become very slowly varying functions of the penetration depth. Under these circumstances it is not surprising that the boundary effect, which depends on the characteristics of these distributions, likewise remains practically unchanged. B1lildu p factoT mtio k (t) = [B(t,l) -l j;(B (t, co) -1] fOT
comparing tmnsmission of radiation tI!1'ough a fin i te barrier with pen etmtion to an equal depth i n a semi-i nfinite medi1lm
Material E n e r gy l--..,...---,-. 
a Comparison of a barrier with a n infinite medium . The results of table 3 p er tain to a comparison of fini te barriers with a semi-infinite m edium. For distances fJ.ot ~4 , a comparison with an infini te m edium would yield. practi cally identical resul ts. Column 3 shows the buildup factor ratios for ,uot = 1 0 btain ed by a M on te Carlo calculation for transmission and a moment-calculation for an infinite m edium. It can b e seen th at these ratios are up to 10 percen t lower th an the corresponding ratios for a semi-infinite medium. For ,uot = 2 there is a similar but ex tremely small reduction , but our da ta are insufficient for us to quote a valu e of the r eduction.
T able 4 lists the transmission buildup factors for th e same range of conditions as in table 3. For ,uot= 0 .5, 1, and 2, the results wer e ob tain ed en tirely by the Mon te Carlo calculation. For greater barrier thickn esses the valu es quo tecl are the resul t of applying the correction factors of table 3 to an extensive set of calculations for an infinite medium [5] . The infini te-medium results are stated to b e accurate to within 5 per cen t. The accuracy ot the derived transmission buildup factors is ther efore of th e order of 6 to 7 percent. The direet Monte Carlo results for shaJlowp en etration hav e about t he same accuracy. 
.3. Application of the Monte Carlo Method to an
Infinite-Medium Problem For heavy elements th e bound ary cHect is so small that the Monte Carlo m ethod docs not Held much n ew knowledge. Yet i t can be u t ili zed as a convenien t and laborsaving tool for the extension of available r esults. As an example of such Hn application we have consider ed th e pen etra tion of racliation from a plane monodirectional obliqu e source in an infinite medium. This problem can be h andled by the moment-method, but requires much more work t han the corresponding problem for plane mono directional sources wi th zero obliquity, or plane isotropic sources . We considered a 4-Mev plane obliqu e source in lead . A set of 100 energyangle histories wer e selected th at yielded buildup factors in close agreem en t wi th those of a momen tcalculation for a mono directional zero obliqui ty source for pen etra tions up to ,uot = 16. Then we p erfo rmed a ro ta tion of the angular par t of these histories. Provision for doing thi s is built into thc SEAC cod e for th e compu tation of the Gn's. After ro ta tion , these histories can then be l.lsed as inpu t data for oblique souree problems, and the r esults can b e expected to be rcliable, since the energy p ar t of the histories, known to b e properly represen ta tive, remained unchanged by the rotation . In this manner we have made quick calculations for obliquity angles 00 = 45°, 60°, 75°, and 90°. As a final check, the fluxes from sources with different obliquities were summed so as to obtain th e flux from a plane isotropic source. Again th e agreement with a direct moment-calculation was close. Thus a fix on the accuracy of the Monte Carlo results was obtained at two points, and in spite of the small sample size the penetration of radiation to very great d epths could b e calculated with an accuracy which we estimate to be 5 to 7 percent. The results of the calculation are shown in figure 2 in th e form of plots of the percent-energy-transmission (= buildup factor X exp (-Mot )) versus Mot, for differen t obliquity angles.
Energy Spectra and Angular Distributions
In figure 3 we show for normally incident 0.66-M ev radiation th e energy spectra of the scattered flux t ransmitted through water barriers with th icknesses Mot = 4 an d Mot =8 . The corresponding en ergy sp ectra at the same depths in an infinite medium are also shown. (The histograms pertain to the 110nte Carlo results, the curves to a momentcalculation. ) The shaded areas between corresponding histograms for transmission and an infinite medium are a m easure of the boundary effect. I t can be seen that th e presence of boundaries removes a large part of the low-en ergy end of the spectrum, but leaves sp ectral components near the source energy unchanged. It is noteworthy that the spectra are quite similar at both depths. This lends support to our argument that the constancy of the buildup factor ratios is connected with the occurrence of radiative equilibria. The Ullshaded parts of the histograms pertain to penetration through a finite barrier, while the shaded areas indicate the additional radiation that would penetrate to a depth t in an infinitely extended medium. The curves acco mpanying the histograms represen t the resul ts of calculations by the moment·method for an infinite med ium.
for negative values of cosO represent photons which crossed the boundary 2, 4, 6, . . . tim es, while the areas for positive values of cosO r epresent photons which crossed the boundary 3, 5, 7, . . . times in an infinite medium.
The relatively small number of photons in the latter group indicates that repeated crossings of any plane d eep in an infinite m edium are quite unlilcely, so that it should be possible to calculate the boundary effect in reasonable approximation by infinite-medium theory, by setting the transmitted flux equ al to the infinite-medium flux integrated over positive values of cosO. The angular distributions are similar to the en ergy spectra in that they do not change their shape as 'I' h e Ullshaded parts of th e histograms pertain to p enetration through a finite barrier, wh ile the shaded areas indicate tbe additional radiation that would penetrate to a depth t in an infinitely extended medium. T he angle 0 measures the direction of the transmitted radiation with respect to the normal to the barrier face. Shaded areas for positive values of cos 0 represent photons that wo uld cross the boundry plane at least three times in an infinite medium. the barrier thickn ess I S increased from J. Lot= 4 to J.Lot =8. Figure 5 shows thc angular and energy distributions of reflected radiation due to 0.66-M ev photons incident normally on a semi-infini te water barrier. Both distributions have t wo distinct peaks. Their locations ar e such that they appear to imply the existence of two preferred modes of reflec tion, one a sociatcd with a first scattering through approximately 180°, the other with a first scattering through approximately 90 0 • 6. Discussion
.1. Comparison with Experiments
A recent survey of experiments on the penetration and diffusion of ' Y-radiation [5J indicates that few experiments have b een done for plane source radiation that are comparable with our calculations. Moreover, the uncertainty of the experimental results is usually at least of t he order of magnitude of the boundary effect. It would seem that the boundary effect could best b e checkcd by a differential experiment in which one measurcs the flux through a detector, both with and without backing material behind the detector.
The penetration of radiation with energies between 0.66 and 2.76 Mev through iron slabs has b een measured by Beach et a1. [7J. Their experimental values agr ee to within a few percent with the buildup factors listed in table 4. But the experimental results include large corrections for air-scattering, so that the evidence is not as conclusive as one might wish.
Kirn, K enn edy, and \iVyckoff [8J measured the penetration of C0 60 radiation (1.17 and 1.33 Mev) through concrete barriers. An attempt has been made to match their results by a calculation for an aluminum barrier with a concrete-equivalent electron density. (The photoelectric absorption cross section pel' electron is very nearly the same for concrete as for aluminum, except at extremely low energies.) The penetration in an infinite aluminum medium was found by interpolation from calculations of Goldstein and Wilkins [5J. These results were then corrected for the boundary efl'ect with th e use of table 3 of this paper. Finally, the predicted buildup factors ,\0 ere increased by small amoun ts (no t more than 2%) to account for the energy response of the experimental detector. One more major adjustment must be made prior to a comparison of theory aIld experimen t. The experimental cobalt source was 1 cm thick, so that there was an appreciable chance for Compton scattering and resultant en ergy degradation of the radiation in the source. The degraded r adiation is absorbed much more strongly than the primary radiation while passing tlu'ough the con crete barrier. \iVhen considering the attenuation at moderate and great depths one should renormalize t he source strength so as to include only undegraded photons emerging from the source. An approximate single-scattering calculation leads to the estimate that t he effective 97 source strength is .82 ± .05 Lirne the nominal source strength. Table 5 shows t he experimental and theoretical energy transmission (for normal incidence of the Co 60 radia tion on the COl1C'l'e te barrier). The agreement with the adj usted experimental values is good. Although the source strength correction constitutes a weakness of the com~' ar i son (at least insofar as verification of the boundary effect is concerned ), it is significan t that by adjusting a single normalization constant one can get agreement bet ween theory and experiment over a wide range of balTier thicknesses.
T AB LE 5. Energy transmission by a concrete barrier
Comparison of the experimental transmission found by Kim ct " I. The experimental literat ure on the reflection of gamma radiation from barriers is even scarcer than that 011 transmission. \iV e have learned of some unpublished measurements by Kil'll, K ennedy, and Wyckoff 4 of the reflection of C0 60 radiation from effectively semi-infinite concrete and lead barriers. (The lead barrier actually was a co ncrete block fronted by ~~ in. of lead, but this combin::tion was in effect equivalent to a solid lead barner. ) By interpolation based on the re ults in table 2 we obtained reflection buildup factors which, according to the comparison in table 6, are in reasonably good agreement with t h e experimental values. 
